Distribution Made Easy

MPB is built for Customer Service, and good Customer Service
means providing instant access to the information that the
customer needs .
MPB software has been developed for small to mid-size sales and
distribution companies who need to manage business growth without
the cost of a large IT department.
MPB has a proven track record of successfully increasing order
processing capability, and managing tens of thousands of sales
transactions per month.
MPB provides a transaction framework that allows real-time order
entry and customer service solutions – real-time, as in "on the phone
with the customer right now" -- without separate data entry and timeconsuming callbacks.
MPB enhances warehouse operations by providing faster, error-free
pick/pack, improved inventory accuracy, and seamless drop shipment
capability to your customer.
MPB includes full data interface with third-party shipping software
(including Pitney Bowes, UPS, DHL, and other major carriers) and
major credit card processors – saving time, eliminating errors and
providing instant information for customer service.
MPB presents all your critical transaction data on customizable, easy-toread screens, with natural links to additional information -- users do not
have to copy data and move to new screens to find the information that
they need, nor do they encounter the long lag of some “drill down”
processes.
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MPB offers a complete 24/7 internet solution that allows customers
to help themselves with inventory availability, placing orders, changing
orders, tracking order progress/backorders, tracking shipments with the
carrier, and even managing their accounts, including setting up additional
users and reviewing their account detail.
MPB allows managers instant access to operational status with real time
tracking of orders through the warehouse, as well as daily accounting
summaries and a host of customizable reports.
MPB offers complete operational security with multi-level access control
at the menu level, program level, and function level, with an additional
level of transaction security for complete audit control.
MPB's high-speed processing provides powerful, extensive and rapid
search capabilities, and can easily accommodate remote users with
internet access.
MPB can easily provide data outflow to legacy systems and third-party
accounting packages for enhanced operations on a monthly, weekly,
daily, or even real-time basis.
MPB is a product of JGA, Inc., which has provided software
products and services to Commercial and Government clients for over
20 years. With its consistent history of 90%+ ratings in Customer
Satisfaction from Dunn and Bradstreet, JGA has a proven track record
of successful performance. MPB is a powerful example of JGA's
commitment to exceeding its customers' expectations
For more information on MPB or any of JGA's other products and
services, contact Joseph Golubov at (732) 671-5800.
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